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Abstract
In N = 2 supersymmetric QCD with the U(N) gauge group and Nf > N
we study the crossover transition from the weak coupling regime at large
ξ to strong coupling at small ξ where ξ is the Fayet–Iliopoulos parameter.
We find that at strong coupling a dual non-Abelian weakly coupled N = 2
theory exists which describes low-energy physics at small ξ. The dual gauge
group is U(Nf − N) and the dual theory has Nf flavors of light dyons, to
be compared with Nf quarks in the original U(N) theory. Both, the original
and dual theories are Higgsed and share the same global symmetry SU(N)×
SU(Nf−N)×U(1), albeit the physical meaning of the SU(N) and SU(Nf−N)
factors is different in the large- and small-ξ regimes. Both regimes support
non-Abelian semilocal strings. In each of these two regimes particles that are
in the adjoint representations with respect to one of the factor groups exist
in two varieties: elementary fields and composite states bound by strings.
These varieties interchange upon transition from one regime to the other.
We conjecture that the composite stringy states can be related to Seiberg’s
M fields. The bulk duality that we observed translates into a two-dimensional
duality on the world sheet of the non-Abelian strings. At large ξ the internal
dynamics of the semilocal non-Abelian strings is described by the sigma
model of N orientational and (Nf − N) size moduli, while at small ξ the
roles of orientational and size moduli interchange. The BPS spectra of two
dual sigma models (describing confined monopoles/dyons of the bulk theory)
coincide. It would be interesting to trace parallels between the non-Abelian
duality we found and string theory constructions.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we continue studying transitions from weak to strong coupling
in N = 2 supersymmetric QCD induced by a change of parameters. The
investigation began in [1] where we considered Yang–Mills theory with the
gauge group U(N) and N matter hypermultiplets in the fundamental repre-
sentation. The adjustable parameters in this theory are the Fayet–Iliopoulos
(FI) [2] coefficient ξ and the quark mass differences described by a set of
parameters ∆mAB. The overall scale is set by a dynamical parameter Λ.
We started from ξ ≫ Λ while our task was to penetrate in the domain
ξ <∼ Λ and small (vanishing) ∆mAB. In the former limit the theory is weakly
coupled and one can obtain a reliable quasiclassical description of physics di-
rectly from the given microscopic theory. In particular, at ∆mAB = 0 there
emerge non-Abelian strings [3, 4, 5] whose world-sheet dynamics is described
by supersymmetric CP(N − 1) model (for reviews see [6, 7, 8, 9]). These
strings confine monopoles [5, 10]. Nonperturbative light “mesonic” states
are monopole-antimonopole pairs connected by two non-Abelian strings.
On the other hand, at ξ <∼ Λ our microscopic theory is strongly coupled.
To develop an effective low-energy description of physics in this domain of
small ξ (and small |∆mAB|) we had to derive a dual weakly coupled theory.
The dual theory turned out to be Abelian, based on U(1)N−1. Moreover, we
found that the light matter sector in this Abelian theory consisted of cer-
tain dyons, which condense in the vacuum resulting in Abelian strings of the
Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen (ANO) [11] type. The light “mesonic” states built
from the monopole-antimonopole pairs connected by two strings survive, al-
beit these strings are totally different from those in the large-ξ small-|∆mAB|
domain. We came to the conclusion that the transition from the non-Abelian
to Abelian (low-energy) regimes was of a crossover type rather than a phase
transition.1
In this paper we extend the scope of our studies to cover the case of
a larger number of the fundamental matter hypermultiplets, i.e. Nf > N ,
see Fig. 1. Other than that, the microscopic theory we work with is the
same as in [1]. Namely, we deal with N = 2 supersymmetric QCD with the
gauge group U(N) and the Fayet–Iliopoulos term. Although Nf > N , we
limit ourselves to Nf < 2N to keep asymptotic freedom in our microscopic
theory. The Fayet–Iliopoulos term ξ 6= 0 triggers condensation of N squark
1It is worth adding that it does become a phase transition at N =∞.
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Figure 1: The number of flavors exceeds the number of colors, N˜ ≡ Nf −N > 0.
fields. The parameter space of this theory includes the FI parameter ξ and
the squark mass differences
∆mAB = mA −mB , A, B = 1, ..., Nf . (1.1)
Various regimes of the theory in the {ξ, ∆m} plane are schematically shown
in Fig. 2. The vertical axis in this figure denotes the values of the FI pa-
rameter ξ while the horizontal axis schematically represents all quark mass
differences.
At ξ ≫ Λ2 the theory is at weak coupling. Perturbative and nonper-
turbative spectra, and all interactions can be exhaustively analyzed using
quasiclassical methods. In the limit of degenerate quark masses ∆mAB = 0
the microscopic theory at hand has an unbroken global SU(N) symmetry
which is a diagonal combination of SU(N)color and an SU(N) subgroup of
the flavor SU(Nf) group acting in the theory. Thus, the color-flavor lock-
ing takes place, see Sect. 2. All light states come in the adjoint and singlet
representations of the unbroken SU(N)diag.
Much in the same way as in [1] the theory with Nf > N supports non-
Abelian flux tubes (strings) in the weak coupling domain I. In fact, atNf > N
these strings are semilocal (for a review on Abelian semilocal strings see e.g.
[12]). Internal dynamics of semilocal non-Abelian strings is described by
two-dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric sigma model with toric target space
[3, 10, 13, 14, 15]. It contains N orientational and N˜ size moduli, where
N˜ ≡ Nf −N. (1.2)
Since the squark fields are condensed in the domain I and the theory is fully
Higgsed, the monopoles are attached to strings. In fact, in the U(N) gauge
theory the monopoles of the SU(N) sector represent junctions of two distinct
degenerate strings and are seen as kinks in the world-sheet sigma model on
the non-Abelian string [16, 5, 10], see also the review [6].
The domain II is that of the Abelian Higgs regime at weak coupling. As we
increase ∆mAB, the (off diagonal)W bosons and their superpartners become
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Figure 2: Various regimes in N = 2 QCD are separated by crossovers. The
dynamical scale of our microscopic non-Abelian gauge theory is represented by
the parameter Λ.
exceedingly heavier and decouple from the low-energy spectrum. We are left
with the photon (diagonal) gauge fields and their quarkN = 2 superpartners.
Explicit breaking of the flavor symmetry by ∆mAB 6= 0 leads to the loss of
non-Abelian nature of the string solutions; they become Abelian (the so-
called ZN) strings.
Finally, as we reduce ξ and |∆mAB| below Λ, we enter the strong coupling
domain III. Because of strong coupling the original microscopic theory is not
directly analytically tractable here. Our task is to find a weakly coupled dual
theory which describes physics in this domain. We show that at Nf > N
such a dual theory does exist and, moreover, it is non-Abelian, with the dual
gauge group
U(N˜)× U(1)N−N˜ , (1.3)
and Nf flavors of charged non-Abelian dyons. The quarks we started from
in the domain I transform themselves into dyons due to monodromies as we
reduce |∆mAB|. In its gross features the dual N = 2 theory we found is
similar to Seiberg’s dual [17] (for reviews see [18]) to our original microscopic
theory. Because Nf > 2N˜ , the dual theory is infrared (IR) free rather than
asymptotically free. This result is in perfect match with the results obtained
in [19] where the dual non-Abelian gauge group SU(N˜) was identified at
the root of a baryonic branch in the SU(N) gauge theory with massless
quarks, see also [20]. In the limit of degenerate quark masses ∆mAB = 0 and
small ξ, the dual theory has an unbroken global diagonal SU(N˜) symmetry.
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It is obtained as a result of the spontaneous breaking of the gauge U(N˜)
group and an SU(N˜) subgroup of the flavor SU(Nf ) group. Thus, the color-
flavor locking takes place in the dual theory as well, much in the same way
as in the original microscopic theory in the domain I, albeit the preserved
diagonal symmetry is different. The light states come in adjoint and singlet
representations of the global SU(N˜). Thus, the low-energy spectrum of the
theory in the domain III is dramatically different from that of domain I.
Excitation spectra are arranged in different representations of the global
unbroken groups, SU(N) and SU(N˜), respectively. Let us ask ourselves how
this can happen in the absence of a phase transition?
Both, the original and dual theories are Higgsed and share the same global
symmetry
SU(N)× SU(N˜)×U(1) .
To answer the above question we investigate how all states belonging to the
adjoint representation of either SU(N) or SU(N˜) evolve when we vary ξ
and cross the boundary of the large- and small-ξ domains. In the large-ξ
domain the original theory is at weak coupling while the dual is at strong
coupling and vice versa. It turns out that in both regimes we have particles
which are adjoint with respect to SU(N) and SU(N˜). They come in two
varieties: as elementary fields and as composite mesons whose constituents
are bound together by strings. For instance, at small ξ the adjoints in SU(N˜)
are elementary while the adjoints in SU(N) are composite. At large ξ their
roles interchange. The spectrum as a whole is smooth. The phenomenon of
level crossing takes place en route, at the crossover transition.
Next we show that monopoles are still attached to strings in the domain
III at small (but nonvanishing) ξ. They are represented by junctions of two
different non-Abelian strings of the dual bulk theory and seen as kinks in
the dual world-sheet theory on the string. However, since in the domain III
it is the condensation of dyons that ensures complete Higgsing of the gauge
SU(N˜) group, we in fact deal with oblique confinement [21]. This result
provides a counterexample to a commonly accepted belief that if monopoles
are confined in the original theory, then the quarks of the original theory
should be confined in the dual one. We show that monopoles rather than
quarks are confined in the domain III. This observation presumably solves
a paradox noted in [22]. Thus, the non-Abelian duality we found is not
the electro-magnetic duality. This should be contrasted with the Abelian
Seiberg–Witten duality [23, 24], which is the electro-magnetic duality.
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Three above-mentioned regimes of our microscopic theory — three do-
mains shown in Fig. 2 — are arguably separated by crossovers, much in the
same way as it happens in the case Nf = N [1]. In Ref. [1] we argued that
the transitions between the domains I, II, and III are crossovers rather than
phase transitions. Now we will provide further evidence in favor of crossovers
which can be summarized as follows.
(i) In the equal quark mass limit the domains I and III have Higgs
branches of the same dimensions and the same pattern of global symmetry
breaking, see Sect. 3.
(ii) For generic masses ∆mAB 6= 0 all three regimes have the same number
of isolated vacua at nonvanishing ξ, see Sect. 5.
(iii) Each of these vacua has the same number (= N) of different elemen-
tary strings in all three domains. Moreover, BPS spectra of excitations on
the non-Abelian string coincide in the domains I and III, see Sect. 7.
Still, as we will show in detail in the bulk of the paper, both the pertur-
bative spectra and confining strings are dramatically different in the domains
I, II, and III. There are certain curves of marginal stability (CMS) separat-
ing these domains. Upon crossing these CMS, certain elementary particles
(like W -bosons) decay into magnetically charged states. At nonzero ξ these
states are confined and cannot move far apart. They become mesons formed
by (anti)monopoles and dyons bound together by confining strings. If, as
was claimed above, we have a crossover rather than a phase transition be-
tween the domains I and III, then adjoints in the global unbroken symmetry
SU(N)C+F (present in the domain I) cannot just disappear upon passing in
the domain III. Although heavy and invisible in the low-energy effective ac-
tion, they still must survive as particles in the domain III. We identify these
adjoints of SU(N)C+F with composite mesons bound by strings.
Another issue to be discussed in the present paper is a possible origin of
Seiberg’s mesonic fields M [17] which appear in the dual bulk theory when
we break N = 2 supersymmetry by the superpotential mass term µA2 for
the adjoint fields and take the limit µ→∞ thus converting our theory into
N = 1 QCD. The composite mesons formed by (anti)monopoles and dyon
bound by confining strings are good candidates for Seiberg’s mesonic fields
M . While they are heavy in the N = 2 limit, they might well become light
in the N = 1 limit. Our arguments in favor of this conjecture are presented
in Sect. 3.3.
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Our results are in complete parallel with the situation in the special case
Nf = N analyzed in [1]. In this case the domain III is nothing but the
Abelian Seiberg–Witten confinement [23, 24]. The set of light surviving
states includes photons and dyons with certain quantum numbers. The W
bosons and their superpartners decay on the curves of the marginal stability
as we move inside III. They are heavy and form (anti)monopole/dyon stringy
mesons at nonzero ξ filling the adjoint representation of SU(N)C+F .
When we speak of dual pairs of theories a clarifying remark is in order.
There are two slightly different formulations of duality. In the first one we
start from two different microscopic theories and show that both theories co-
incide in the infrared limit; the infrared description can be strongly coupled,
as, say, in the middle of the conformal window [17]. In the second formula-
tion, within the given microscopic theory, we identify two effective theories
describing physics at large distances – one is weakly coupled in a certain do-
main of parameters where the other is strongly coupled and vice versa. This
is the strategy of Seiberg and Witten [23] who, given the SU(2) Yang–Mills
theory with N = 2, identified a low-energy U(1) theory and then dualized it
to demonstrate the dual Meissner effect upon a small N = 2 -breaking mass
deformation of the original SU(2) theory. Our consideration follows the logic
of that of [23].
Duality of the bulk theories translates into two-dimensional duality on
the world sheet of the non-Abelian string. The dual SU(N˜) bulk theory
in the quasiclassical regime supports non-Abelian semilocal strings. Their
internal dynamics is described by two-dimensional N = 2 toric sigma model
with N˜ orientational and N size moduli. Thus, the role of orientational and
size moduli interchanges in the domain III as compared with the domain I.
We demonstrate that the BPS spectra of two dual world-sheet theories are
the same.
The general outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we review our
basic microscopic theory, and discuss BPS-saturated flux tubes it supports
in the domain I. We outline the structure of the world-sheet theory on the
strings, which, in the case at hand, is a toric N = 2 sigma model. In Sect. 3
we present a detailed consideration of the transition from the domain I to
III. We choose an instructive example N = 3 and Nf = 5 and trace the
fate of the quarks in their evolution from the domain I to III under a special
choice of the quark masses. Deformations of the quark masses are studied
in Sect. 5. In Sect. 4 we consider monopoles attached to the strings. In
Section 6 we address evolution and transmutations of the adjoint particles
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vs variation of ξ on the way from the domain I to III, a question which is
central for understanding consistency of our picture. Section 7 is devoted to
the evolution of the world-sheet theory on the way from the domain I to III.
Section 8 summarizes our conclusions.
2 Large values of the FI parameter
(Domains I and II)
In this section we will briefly review main features of our basic theory —
N = 2 QCD with the gauge group U(N) and Nf quark flavors. As shown
in Fig. 1, we assume Nf > N but Nf < 2N . The latter inequality ensures
asymptotic freedom of the original microscopic theory. Then we summarize
main features of the non-Abelian strings in this theory [3, 4, 10, 5, 13, 14].
2.1 Basic microscopic theory
The field content is as follows. The N = 2 vector multiplet consists of the
U(1) gauge field Aµ and the SU(N) gauge field A
a
µ, where a = 1, ..., N
2 − 1,
and their Weyl fermion superpartners plus complex scalar fields a, and aa
and their Weyl superpartners. The Nf quark multiplets of the U(N) theory
consist of the complex scalar fields qkA and q˜Ak (squarks) and their fermion
superpartners, all in the fundamental representation of the SU(N) gauge
group. Here k = 1, ..., N is the color index while A is the flavor index,
A = 1, ..., Nf . We will treat q
kA and q˜Ak as rectangular matrices with N
rows and Nf columns.
The bosonic part of our basic theory has the form (for details see the
review paper [6])
S =
∫
d4x
[
1
4g22
(
F aµν
)2
+
1
4g21
(Fµν)
2 +
1
g22
|Dµaa|2 + 1
g21
|∂µa|2
+
∣∣∇µqA∣∣2 + ∣∣∇µ ¯˜qA∣∣2 + V (qA, q˜A, aa, a)] . (2.1)
Here Dµ is the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation of SU(N),
while
∇µ = ∂µ − i
2
Aµ − iAaµ T a . (2.2)
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We suppress the color SU(N) indices of the matter fields. The normalization
of the SU(N) generators T a is as follows
Tr (T aT b) = 1
2
δab .
The coupling constants g1 and g2 correspond to the U(1) and SU(N) sectors,
respectively. With our conventions, the U(1) charges of the fundamental
matter fields are ±1/2, see Eq. (2.2).
The scalar potential V (qA, q˜A, a
a, a) in the action (2.1) is the sum of the
D and F terms,
V (qA, q˜A, a
a, a) =
g22
2
(
1
g22
fabca¯bac + q¯A T
aqA − q˜AT a ¯˜qA
)2
+
g21
8
(
q¯Aq
A − q˜A ¯˜qA −Nξ
)2
+ 2g22
∣∣q˜AT aqA∣∣2 + g21
2
∣∣q˜AqA∣∣2
+
1
2
Nf∑
A=1
{∣∣∣(a +√2mA + 2T aaa)qA∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣(a+√2mA + 2T aaa)¯˜qA∣∣∣2
}
. (2.3)
Here fabc denote the structure constants of the SU(N) group, mA is the mass
term for the A-th flavor, and the sum over the repeated flavor indices A is
implied. Above we introduced the FI D-term for the U(1) gauge factor with
the FI parameter ξ.
Now let us discuss the vacuum structure of this theory. The vacua of the
theory (2.1) are determined by the zeros of the potential (2.3). At generic
values of the quark masses we have
CNNf = Nf !/N !N˜ !
isolated r-vacua where r = N quarks (out ofNf ) develop vacuum expectation
values (VEVs).
Consider, say, the (1,2,...,N) vacuum in which the first N flavors develop
VEVs. We can exploit gauge rotations to make all squark VEVs real. Then
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in the problem at hand they take the form
〈qkA〉 =
√
ξ

 1 . . . 0 0 . . . 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 . . . 1 0 . . . 0

 , 〈 ¯˜qkA〉 = 0,
k = 1, ..., N , A = 1, ..., Nf , (2.4)
where we write down the quark fields as matrices in color and flavor indices.
This particular form of the squark condensates is dictated by first two lines
in Eq. (2.3). Note that the squark fields stabilize at nonvanishing values
exclusively due to the U(1) factor represented by the term in the second line.
The FI term ξ singles r = N vacua out of all set of r-vacua which are
present in the theory if quadratic in the adjoint field superpotential defor-
mation µA2 is added. In the vacuum under consideration the adjoint fields
also develop VEVs, namely,
〈(
1
2
a+ T a aa
)〉
= − 1√
2

 m1 . . . 0. . . . . . . . .
0 . . . mN

 , (2.5)
For generic values of the quark masses, the SU(N) subgroup of the gauge
group is broken down to U(1)N−1. However, in the special limit
m1 = m2 = ... = mNf , (2.6)
the SU(N)×U(1) gauge group remains unbroken by the adjoint field. In this
limit the theory acquires a global flavor SU(Nf ) symmetry.
While the adjoint VEVs do not break the SU(N)×U(1) gauge group
in the limit (2.6), the quark condensate (2.4) results in the spontaneous
breaking of both gauge and flavor symmetries. A diagonal global SU(N)
combining the gauge SU(N) and an SU(N) subgroup of the flavor SU(Nf )
group survives, however. Below we will refer to this diagonal global symmetry
as to SU(N)C+F .
More exactly, the pattern of breaking of the color and flavor symmetry is
as follows:
U(N)gauge × SU(Nf)flavor → SU(N)C+F × SU(N˜)F × U(1) , (2.7)
where N˜ is defined in (1.2). Here SU(N)C+F is a global unbroken color-flavor
rotation, which involves first N flavors, while the SU(N˜)F factor stands for
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the flavor rotation of the N˜ quarks. The phenomenon of color-flavor locking
takes place in the vacuum, albeit in a slightly different way than in the
case Nf = N (or N˜ = 0). The presence of the global SU(N)C+F group
is instrumental for formation of the non-Abelian strings (see below). For
unequal quark masses the global symmetry (2.7) is broken down to U(1)Nf−1.
Now let us discuss the mass spectrum in the theory (2.1). Since both
U(1) and SU(N) gauge groups are broken by squark condensation, all gauge
bosons become massive. From (2.1) we get for the U(1) gauge boson mass
mγ = g1
√
N
2
ξ . (2.8)
At the same time, (N2 − 1) gauge bosons of the SU(N) group acquire one
and the same mass
mW = g2
√
ξ. (2.9)
It is not difficult to see from (2.3) that the adjoint fields a and aa as well
as N2 components of the quark matrix q acquire the same masses as the
corresponding gauge bosons. Altogether we have one long N = 2 massive
vector multiplet (eight bosonic + eight fermionic states) with the mass (2.8)
and (N2 − 1) long N = 2 massive vector multiplets with the mass (2.9).
If the extra N˜ quark masses are different from those of the first N masses
(i.e. m1,...,N), the extra quark flavors acquire masses determined by the mass
differences ∆mPK = mP − mK , where P = 1, ..., N numerates the quark
flavors which develop VEVs in the (1, ..., N) vacuum, while K = N+1, ..., Nf
numerates extra quark flavors. The extra flavors become massless in the limit
(2.6), which we will consider momentarily.
Note that all states come in representations of the unbroken global group
(2.7), namely, the singlet and adjoint representations of SU(N)C+F
(1, 1), (N2 − 1, 1), (2.10)
and bifundamentals
(N¯, N˜), (N, ¯˜N) , (2.11)
where we mark representation with respect to two non-Abelian factors in
(2.7).
If all quark mass terms are equal, then all CNNf isolated vacua we had in
the case of unequal mass terms coalesce; a Higgs branch develops from the
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common root whose location on the Coulomb branch is given by Eq. (2.5)
with ∆mAB = 0. The dimension of this branch is [19, 25]
dimH
∣∣∣
ξ≫Λ
= 4NNf − 2N2 −N2 −N2 = 4N˜N, (2.12)
where we take into account the fact that we have 4NNf quark real degrees of
freedom and subtracted 2N2 conditions due to F terms, N2 conditions due
to D terms and, finally, N2 gauge phases eaten by the Higgs mechanism, see
(2.3).
The Higgs branch is non-compact and is known to have a hyper-Ka¨hler
geometry [24, 19]. At a generic point on the Higgs branch BPS-saturated
string solutions do not exist [26]; strings become non-BPS if we move along
non-compact directions [27]. However, the Higgs branch has a compact base
manifold defined by the condition
q˜Ak = 0 , A = 1, ..., Nf . (2.13)
The dimension of this manifold is 2NN˜ , twice less than the overall dimension
of the Higgs branch. The BPS-saturated string solutions exist on the base
manifold of the Higgs branch. As a result, the vacua belonging to the base
manifold are our prime focus.
The base of the Higgs branch can be generated by flavor rotations of the
(1,...,N) vacuum (2.4). The flavor rotations generate the manifold
SU(Nf )
SU(N)C+F × SU(N˜)× U(1)
, (2.14)
see Eq. (2.7). We see that the number of broken generators of the global
group is 2NN˜ . It coincides with the dimension of the base of the Higgs
branch.
Since N different flavors develop VEVs on the Higgs branch it is a bary-
onic Higgs branch. It is a generalization of the baryonic Higgs branch [19] to
the case of the U(N) gauge group and nonvanishing masses. Note, however,
that in the U(N) gauge theory the baryonic charge is gauged, in contradis-
tinction with [19].
Now let us have a closer look at quantum effects in the theory (2.1).
The SU(N) sector is asymptotically free. The semiclassical analysis outlined
above is valid if the FI parameter ξ is large,
ξ ≫ Λ , (2.15)
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where Λ is the dynamical scale of the SU(N) gauge theory. This condition
ensures weak coupling in the SU(N) sector because the SU(N) gauge coupling
does not run below the scale of the quark VEVs which is determined by ξ.
More explicitly,
8π2
g22(ξ)
= (N − N˜) ln g2
√
ξ
Λ
≫ 1 . (2.16)
Below we will see that if we pass to small ξ following the line ∆mA,B = 0,
into the strong coupling domain III, where the condition (2.15) is not met,
the theory undergoes a crossover. In the case Nf = N studied in [1] this
is a transition into the Seiberg–Witten Abelian regime. In this regime no
non-Abelian strings develop. We will show below that if Nf > N the theory
at small ξ below the transition point at ξ ∼ Λ2 is still non-Abelian, with the
dual gauge group U(N˜). It supports non-Abelian semilocal strings for which
the role of orientation and size moduli is interchanged.
To conclude this section we briefly recall the theory (2.1) at nonvanishing
quark mass differences mA−mB 6= 0, see [5, 6]. At mA−mB 6= 0 the global
group (2.7) is explicitly broken down to U(1)Nf−1. The adjoint multiplet is
split. The diagonal entries (photons and their N = 2 quark superpartners)
have masses given in (2.9), while the off-diagonal states (W bosons and the
off-diagonal entries of the squark matrix qkA with A 6= k) acquire additional
contributions to their masses proportional to ∆mAB. In particular, N˜ “extra”
quark flavors become massive, and the Higgs branch is lifted. As we make the
mass differences larger, the W bosons become exceedingly heavier, decouple
from the low-energy spectrum, and we are left with N photon states and N
diagonal elements of the quark matrix with A = k. The low-energy spectrum
becomes Abelian.
2.2 Non-Abelian strings at large ξ
Now we will briefly review non-Abelian strings in the theory (2.1), see [6] for
details. Non-Abelian strings in N = 2 QCD with
Nf = N
where first found and studied in [3, 4, 5, 10]. The Abelian ZN -string solutions
break the SU(N)C+F global group. Therefore, strings have orientational zero
modes, associated with rotations of their color flux inside the non-Abelian
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SU(N). This makes these strings non-Abelian. The global group is broken
on the ZN string solution down to SU(N−1)×U(1). As a result, the moduli
space of the non-Abelian string is described by the coset
SU(N)
SU(N − 1)× U(1) ∼ CP(N − 1) . (2.17)
The CP(N − 1) space can be parametrized by a complex vector nP in the
fundamental representation of SU(N) subject to the constraint
n∗Pn
P = const ,
where P = 1, ..., N . As we will show below, one U(1) phase will be gauged
away in the low-energy sigma model. This gives the correct number of degrees
of freedom, namely, 2(N − 1).
Making the moduli vector nP a slowly varying function of the string world
sheet coordinates xα (α = 0, 3), we can derive an effective low-energy theory
on the string world sheet [4, 5, 28]. On topological grounds (see (2.17))
it is clear that we will get the two-dimensional CP(N − 1) model. The
N = (2, 2) supersymmetric CP(N −1) model can be understood as a strong-
coupling limit of a U(1) gauge theory [29]. The bosonic part of the action of
this model has the form
SCP(N−1) =
∫
d2x
{∣∣∇αnP ∣∣2 + 1
4e2
F 2αβ +
1
e2
|∂ασ|2
+ 2
∣∣∣∣σ + mP√2
∣∣∣∣
2
|nP |2 + e
2
2
(|nP |2 − 2β)2 } , (2.18)
where ∇α = ∂α − iAα while σ is a complex scalar field, and summation over
P is implied. The condition
n∗Pn
P = 2β , (2.19)
is implemented in the limit e2 →∞. Moreover, in this limit the gauge field
Aα and its N = 2 bosonic superpartner σ become auxiliary and can be
eliminated by virtue of the equations of motion,
Aα = − i
4β
n∗P
↔
∂α n
P , σ = 0 . (2.20)
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The two-dimensional coupling constant β is determined by the four-dimensional
non-Abelian coupling via the relation
β =
2π
g22
. (2.21)
In the limit of equal quark masses the global SU(N)C+F symmetry is un-
broken, and strings become non-Abelian. This is a strong coupling quantum
regime in the CP(N −1) model (2.18). The vector nP is smeared all over the
entire CP(N − 1) space due to quantum fluctuations and its average value
vanishes [30]. The world-sheet theory develop a mass gap.
At small nonvanishing |mP −mP ′ | the global SU(N)C+F symmetry is ex-
plicitly broken down to U(1)(N−1). A shallow potential is generated on the
CP(N − 1) modular space as is seen from (2.18). As we increase |mP −mP ′|
the strings become exceedingly more Abelian and eventually evolve into
Abelian ZN strings, which correspond to N classical vacua of the world sheet
model (2.18)
nP =
√
2β δPP0, σ = − mP0√
2
, (2.22)
where P0 can take any of N values, P0 = 1, ..., N , see the review [6]. Note,
that we should keep mass differences (mP −mP ′) small as compared to the
inverse string thickness,
|mP −mP ′| ≪ g
√
ξ , (2.23)
where we assume that g1 ∼ g2 ∼ g.
The CP(N−1) model is an effective low -energy description of the internal
string dynamics, and the bulk mass scale g
√
ξ plays the role of an ultraviolet
(UV) cut-off in (2.18). The constraint (2.23) ensures that typical energies in
the world-sheet theory are much lower then this UV cut-off.
Let us ask ourselves what happens if we add “extra” quark flavors with
degenerate mass? Then the strings emerging in the theory with Nf > N
become semilocal. In particular, the string solutions on the Higgs branches
(typical for multiflavor theories) usually are not fixed-radius strings, but,
rather, semilocal strings, see the review paper [12] for a comprehensive survey
of Abelian semilocal strings.
Let us start our discussion with such Abelian semilocal strings. The
semilocal string interpolates between the Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen string
[11] and two-dimensional sigma-model instanton lifted to four dimensions
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(this is referred to as lump). The relevance of instantons can be understood
as follows. We can go to low energies (below the photon mass (2.8)) and then
integrate out massive states. In this limit the theory reduces to a sigma model
on the Higgs branch. If we stay at the base of the Higgs branch imposing
condition (2.13), and this base has an S2 cycle, the theory has lumps. Much in
the same way as the instanton/lump, the semilocal string possesses additional
zero modes associated with complexified string’s transverse size ρ. At ρ→ 0
we have the ANO string while at ρ → ∞ it becomes a pure lump. At
ρ 6= 0 the profile functions of the semilocal string fall-off at infinity as inverse
powers of the distance to the string axis, instead of the exponential fall-off
characteristic to the ANO strings at ρ = 0. This leads to a dramatic physical
effect — semilocal strings, in contradistinction to the ANO ones, do not
support linear confinement [27, 13].
Non-Abelian semilocal strings in N = 2 QCD with Nf > N were studied
in [3, 10, 13, 14]. These strings have both types of moduli: orientational and
size moduli. The orientational zero modes of the semilocal non-Abelian string
are parametrized by the complex vector nP , P = 1, ..., N , while its N˜ size
moduli are parametrized by the complex vector ρK , K = N + 1, ..., Nf . The
effective two-dimensional theory which describes the internal dynamics of
the non-Abelian semilocal string is an N = (2, 2) “toric” sigma model which
includes both types of fields. Its bosonic action in the gauge formulation
(which assumes taking the limit e2 →∞) has the form
S =
∫
d2x
{∣∣∇αnP ∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∇˜αρK∣∣∣2 + 1
4e2
F 2αβ +
1
e2
|∂ασ|2
+ 2
∣∣∣∣σ + mP√2
∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣nP ∣∣2 + 2 ∣∣∣∣σ + mK√2
∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣ρK∣∣2 + e2
2
(|nP |2 − |ρK |2 − 2β)2
}
,
P = 1, ..., N , K = N + 1, ..., Nf , ∇˜k = ∂k + iAk . (2.24)
The fields nP and ρK have charges +1 and −1 with respect to the U(1)
gauge field, hence, the difference in the covariant derivatives, ∇α and ∇˜α,
respectively.
If only charge +1 fields were present, in the limit e2 →∞ we would get a
conventional twisted-mass deformed CP(N − 1) model. The presence of the
charge −1 fields ρK converts the target space of the CP(N − 1) sigma model
into a weighed CP(Nf − 1) space. Like in CP(N − 1) model (2.18), small
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mass differences |mA −mB| lift orientational and size zero modes generating
a shallow potential on the modular space.
The world-sheet theory (2.24) was argued to emerge as an effective low-
energy theory on the world sheet of the semilocal non-Abelian string in [3, 10].
The arguments were based on a D-brane construction. Later this result was
confirmed by direct derivations from the bulk theory in [13, 14]. These deriva-
tions have a subtle point, though. Both orientational and size moduli have a
logarithmically divergent in the infrared (IR) norm in the limit ∆mAB = 0.
This divergence is cut off by small mass differences |mP −mK | 6= 0 (here
P = 1, ..., N and K = N + 1, ..., Nf). What counts is the difference between
the masses of N quarks which develop VEVs in the bulk vacuum and the
masses of “extra” N˜ quarks. With this cut-off, The large logarithmic factor
can be absorbed in the field definition [13]. The theory (2.24) emerges in
a logarithmic approximation in which this logarithmic factor is large. This
ensures that |ρ| ≪ g√ξ/ |mP −mK |.
The two-dimensional coupling constant β is related to the four-dimensional
one via (2.21). This relation is obtained at the classical level [4, 5]. In quan-
tum theory both couplings run. In particular, the model (2.24) is asymp-
totically free [29] and develops its own scale Λσ. The ultraviolet cut-off in
the sigma model on the string world sheet is determined by g
√
ξ. Equa-
tion (2.21) relating the two- and four-dimensional couplings is valid at this
scale. At this scale the four-dimensional coupling is given by (2.16) while the
two-dimensional one
4πβ(ξ) =
(
N − N˜
)
ln
g
√
ξ
Λ
≫ 1 . (2.25)
Then Eq. (2.21) implies
Λσ = Λ . (2.26)
Note that in the bulk theory per se the coupling constant is frozen at
g2
√
ξ, because of the VEVs of the squark fields. The logarithmic evolution of
the coupling constant in the string world-sheet theory takes over. Moreover,
the dynamical scales of the bulk and world-sheet theories turn out to be the
same, much in the same way as in the Nf = N theory [5].
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3 The bulk duality
Our task in this section is to analyze the transition from the domain I to III
(see Fig. 2). This will be done in two steps. First we will take the quark
mass differences to be large, passing to the domain II. In this domain the
theory stays at weak coupling, and we can safely diminish the value of the
FI parameter ξ. Next, we will use the exact Seiberg–Witten solution of the
theory on the Coulomb branch [23, 24] (i.e. at ξ = 0) to perform the passage
from the domain II to III.
3.1 The dual gauge group
To begin with, let us identify the r = N quark vacuum of the form (1, ..., N)
which was described above semiclassically. To this end we will use the exact
Seiberg–Witten solution [23, 24], more exactly, the SU(N) generalizations of
the Seiberg–Witten solution [31, 32, 33, 34].
Instead of considering generic quark masses we will make a representative
(and convenient) choice. Then we will show that the low-energy effective
theory at small ξ and small quark mass differences (in the domain III) has
the dual non-Abelian gauge group U(N˜).
Our special choice of the quark masses ensures that this theory is not
asymptotically free – in fact, it is IR free – and stays at weak coupling at
small ξ, cf. Ref. [19]. The set of masses we will deal with in this section is
as follows: the masses of the extra N˜ quark fields are to be set equal to the
masses of the first N˜ quarks from those N squarks which develop VEVs in
the (1,...,N) vacuum. Namely, we set
m1 = mN+1 , m2 = mN+2 , ..., mN˜ = mN+N˜ . (3.1)
Later on we will be able to relax these conditions. The Seiberg–Witten curve
in the theory under consideration has the form [19]
y2 =
N∏
k=1
(x− φk)2 − 4
(
Λ√
2
)N−N˜ Nf∏
A=1
(
x+
mA√
2
)
, (3.2)
where φk are gauge invariant parameters on the Coulomb branch. Semiclas-
sically, at large masses
diag
(
1
2
a + T a aa
)
≈ [φ1, ..., φN ] . (3.3)
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Therefore, in the (1, ..., N) quark vacuum we have
φP ≈ −mP√
2
, P = 1, ..., N , (3.4)
in the large mA limit, see (2.5).
To identify this vacuum in terms of the curve (3.2) it is necessary to find
such values of φP which ensure that the curve has N double roots and φP ’s
are determined by the quark masses in the semiclassical limit, see (3.4). For
the mass choice (3.1) the solution can be easily obtained. Indeed, let us write
the curve in the form
y2 =
N˜∏
P=1
(
x+
mP√
2
)2
×


N∏
k=N˜+1
(x− φk)2 − 4
(
Λ√
2
)N−N˜ N∏
P=N˜+1
(
x+
mP√
2
)
 , (3.5)
where the first N˜ φ’s are given by
φP = −mP√
2
, P = 1, ..., N˜ . (3.6)
This curve has N˜ double roots located at
xP = −mP√
2
, P = 1, ..., N˜ . (3.7)
Now to find other double roots and φ’s we have to investigate the reduced
curve in the curly brackets in (3.5). It corresponds to the U(N − N˜) gauge
theory with (N − N˜) flavors. This theory completely Abelianizes below the
crossover transition (at small ξ) [1]. In other words, the corresponding φ’s
get shifts from their classical values (3.4) proportional to Λ. To see this
explicitly let us consider the simplest special case with all “extra” (N − N˜)
masses are equal,
mP = m, P = (N˜ + 1), ..., N (3.8)
and (N − N˜) = 2p (the latter condition is imposed for simplicity). Then the
curve (3.5) reduces to a perfect square
y2 =
N˜∏
P=1
(
x+
mP√
2
)2{(
x+
m√
2
)N−N˜
−
(
Λ√
2
)N−N˜}2
(3.9)
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provided that
φk =
1√
2
[
−m1, ...,−mN˜ ,−m+ Λ e
pii
N−N˜ , ...,−m+ Λ e 2piiN−N˜ (N−N˜− 12 )
]
.
(3.10)
The first N˜ double roots are given in Eq. (3.7) while the remaining N − N˜
double roots are
xP =
1√
2
[
..., −m+ Λ, ..., −m+ Λ e 2piiN−N˜ (N−N˜−1)
]
(3.11)
The main feature of this solution is the absence of ∼ Λ corrections to the
first N˜ φ’s in (3.10). This means that in the equal mass limit these N˜ φ’s
become equal. This is a signal of restoration of the non-Abelian U(N˜) gauge
group at the root of the Higgs branch (i.e. at ξ = 0). Namely, the gauge
group at the root of the Higgs branch in the equal mass limit becomes
U(N˜)×U(1)N−N˜ . (3.12)
This is in a perfect agreement with the results obtained in [19] where a
dual non-Abelian gauge group was identified at the root of a baryonic Higgs
branch in the SU(N) gauge theory with massless quarks. The novel element
of our analysis in this section is that we started with the r = N non-Abelian
vacuum at large ξ and demonstrated that, as we reduce ξ, the theory in
this vacuum undergoes crossover to another non-Abelian regime with the
dual low-energy gauge group (1.3). As was already mentioned, the physical
reason for the emergence of the non-Abelian gauge group is that the low-
energy effective theory with the dual gauge group (1.3) is not asymptotically
free in the equal mass limit and stays at weak coupling. Therefore, the
classical analysis showing that the non-Abelian gauge group is restored at
the root of the Higgs branch remains intact in quantum theory.
3.2 Monodromies
In this section we will study how quantum numbers of the massless quarks
q11, ..., qNN in the (1, ..., N) vacuum change as we reduce ∆mAB) to pass
from the domain II in III (the along Coulomb branch at ξ = 0), where the
theory is at strong coupling. To simplify our subsequent discussion we will
consider a particular case: the theory with
N = 3 , Nf = 5
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so that the dual group has the smallest nontrivial rank N˜ = 2. We will
consider the (1, 2, 3) vacuum. In addition, we will stick to a special choice of
the quark masses (3.1), which in the case at hand implies
m1 = m4 , m2 = m5 . (3.13)
The mass parameter m3 remains unspecified for the time being.
The quark quantum numbers change due to monodromies with respect
to ∆mPP ′ . The complex planes of ∆mPP ′ have cuts, and when we cross
these cuts, a and aD fields acquire monodromies; the quantum numbers of
the corresponding states change accordingly. Monodromies with respect to
the quark masses were studied in [35] in the theory with the SU(2) gauge
group through a monodromy matrix approach.
Here we will investigate the monodromies in the U(3) theory with five
quark flavors using the approach of Ref. [1] which is similar to that of Ref. [20].
In the case Nf = 2N −1, the Seiberg–Witten curve, instead of (3.2), is given
by [19]
y2 =
3∏
k=1
(x− φk)2 − 4
(
Λ√
2
) 5∏
A=1
(
x+
m˜A√
2
)
, (3.14)
where, according to [19], “shifted” masses
m˜A ≡ mA + Λ
3
(3.15)
replace mA. Substituting (3.13) and
φ1 = −m˜1√
2
, φ2 = −m˜2√
2
, (3.16)
we arrive at
y2 =
(
x+
m˜1√
2
)2(
x+
m˜2√
2
)2 [
(x− φ3)2 − 4 Λ√
2
(
x+
m˜3√
2
)]
. (3.17)
The first two double roots of this curve are obviously located at
e1 = e2 = −m˜1√
2
, e3 = e4 = −m˜2√
2
, (3.18)
cf. Eq. (3.7). The remaining two roots coincide provided we set
φ3 = − 1√
2
(m˜3 + Λ) . (3.19)
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If we do so, the last two coinciding roots are
e5 = e6 = − 1√
2
(m˜3 − Λ), (3.20)
cf. Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11).
If two roots of the Seiberg–Witten curve coincide, the contour which
encircles these roots shrinks and produces a regular potential. We start from
the quasiclassical regime at ∆mPP ′ ≫ Λ. We have three double roots e1 = e2,
e3 = e4 and e5 = e6 in the r = 3 vacuum. Thus, three contours α1, α2 and
α3 shrink (see Fig. 3), and the associated potentials a, a3 and a8 are regular.
This is related to masslessness of three quarks q11, q22 and q33 (at ξ = 0),
1
2
a+
1
2
a3 +
1
2
√
3
a8 +
m1√
2
= 0 ,
1
2
a− 1
2
a3 +
1
2
√
3
a8 +
m2√
2
= 0 ,
1
2
a− 1√
3
a8 +
m3√
2
= 0 . (3.21)
Here we exploit the fact that the charges of these three quarks are as follows:
(
ne, nm; n
3
e, n
3
m; n
8
e, n
8
m
)
=
(
1
2
, 0;
1
2
, 0;
1
2
√
3
, 0
)
,
(
ne, nm; n
3
e, n
3
m; n
8
e, n
8
m
)
=
(
1
2
, 0; −1
2
, 0;
1
2
√
3
, 0
)
,
(
ne, nm; n
3
e, n
3
m; n
8
e, n
8
m
)
=
(
1
2
, 0; 0, 0; − 1√
3
, 0
)
, (3.22)
respectively, where ne and nm denote electric and magnetic charges of a given
state with respect to the U(1) gauge group, while n3e, n
3
m and n
8
e, n
8
e stand
for the electric and magnetic charges with respect to the Cartan generators
of the SU(3) gauge group (broken down to U(1)×U(1) by ∆mPP ′).
In the monopole singularity certain other roots coincide. Say, e1 = e6,
see Fig. 3. Thus, the β1 contour shrinks producing a regular
1
2
aD3 +
√
3
2
aD8
potential. This is due to masslessness of the monopole (one of three SU(3)
22
e e
e
α
α
1
1
e
2
1
β
α
e3 e4
5
6
3
2
Figure 3: Basis of α and β contours in U(3) gauge theory. Two roots e3 and e4
are far away near AD point (3.24).
monopoles) with the charges 2
(
ne, nm; n
3
e, n
3
m; n
8
e, n
8
m
)
=
(
0, 0; 0,
1
2
; 0,
√
3
2
)
. (3.23)
If we decrease |∆mPP ′| crossing cuts in the ∆mPP ′ planes, the root pairing
in the given vacuum may change. This would mean that other combinations
of a’s and aD’s become regular implying a change of the quantum numbers
of the massless states in the given vacuum. To see how it works in our r = 3
vacuum let us go to the Argyres–Douglas (AD) point [36, 37]. The AD point
is a particular value of the quark mass parameters where more mutually
nonlocal states become massless. In fact, we will study the collision of the
r = 3 quark vacuum with monopole singularities. We approach the AD
points from the domain II at large |∆mPP ′|. We will show below that as we
pass through the AD points the root pairings change in the r = 3 vacuum
implying a change of the quantum numbers of the massless states. Three
massless quarks transform into three massless dyons.
From (3.18) and (3.20) we see that there are two AD points where our
(1, 2, 3) vacuum collides with the monopole singularities. The first one occurs
2The charges of three elementary SU(3) monopoles are determined by the roots of the
SU(3) Cartan subalgebra.
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at
∆m31 = Λ, e1 = e2 = e5 = e6 = −m˜1√
2
, (3.24)
where four roots coincide, while the second is at
∆m32 = Λ, e3 = e4 = e5 = e6 = −m˜2√
2
, (3.25)
where other four roots coincide.
We assume that m1 and m2 are real, m1 > m2, and consider the first AD
point (3.24). At this point the (1, 2, 3) vacuum with three massless quarks
(3.22) collide with the monopole singularity where the monopole (3.23) is
massless. We will demonstrate below that as we reduce ∆m31 along the real
axis below the AD point (3.24) the root pairings change. The roots e3 and
e4 are far away and, therefore, the charges of the q
22 quark do not change.
We focus on the colliding roots e1, e2, e5 and e6.
In order to see how the root pairings in the r = 3 vacuum change as we
decrease ∆m31 and pass through the AD point (3.24), we have to slightly split
the roots by shifting φ1 from its r = 3 solution (3.16). Let us parametrize
the shift as
φ1 = −m˜1√
2
+
δ
4Λ2
, (3.26)
where δ is a small deviation parameter of mass dimension three. Since we will
consider x in the vicinity of −m˜1/
√
2 we introduce another small parameter
z,
z = x+
m˜1√
2
. (3.27)
Finally, we define
ε =
∆m31 − Λ√
2
. (3.28)
The parameter ε is a small deviation from the AD point (3.24). Furthermore,
we will expand (3.14) in δ, omitting terms O(δ2), O(δz2) and O(zδε). The
factor (x + m˜2√
2
)2 can and will be approximated by ∆m212/2. Then the curve
(3.14) takes the form
y2 ≈ ∆m
2
12
2
[
z2(z + ε)2 − zδ] . (3.29)
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Figure 4: As we decrease ∆m31 and pass through the AD point (3.24), the pairing
of roots e1,2,5,6 in the x plane changes.
Above the AD point, at ε > 0 and δ ≪ ε, the roots of the curve (3.29)
are split as follows:
z1 = 0 , z2 =
δ
ε2
,
z5 = −ε−
√
−δ
ε
, z6 = −ε +
√
−δ
ε
, (3.30)
where zi are shifted ei (see (3.27)), i.e.
zi = ei + (m˜1/
√
2) .
We take −iδ > 0 and study the evolution of the roots of the curve (3.29) as a
function of ε numerically. The results are schematically presented in Fig. 4.
We see that the root pairings in the r = 3 vacuum change. Namely, at large
∆m31 we have (at δ = 0)
e1 = e2, e5 = e6, e3 = e4 (3.31)
which, as was explained above, corresponds to shrinking of the α1, α2 and
α3 contours and masslessness of three quarks (3.22). Below the AD point
(3.24), at small ∆m31, we have
e1 = e5 , e2 = e6 , e3 = e4 , (3.32)
which corresponds to shrinking of the contours
α1 + β1 → 0, α3 − β1 → 0 α2 → 0 , (3.33)
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see Fig. 3. This means that the massless quarks q11 and q33 in the r = 3
vacuum transform themselves into massless dyons D11 and D33
′
, with the
quantum numbers
D11 :
(
1
2
, 0;
1
2
,
1
2
;
1
2
√
3
,
√
3
2
)
,
D33
′
:
(
1
2
, 0; 0,−1
2
; − 1√
3
,−
√
3
2
)
, (3.34)
while the charges of the quark q22 do not change. We see that the quantum
numbers of the massless quarks q11 and q33 in the r = 3 vacuum, after the
collision with the monopole singularity, get shifted, the shift being equal to
±(monopole magnetic charge).
By the same token, we can analyze the second AD point (3.25) where
the r = 3 vacuum collides with another monopole singularity in which the
monopole with the charges (
0, 0; 0,−1
2
; 0,
√
3
2
)
(3.35)
is massless. The corresponding results are as follows: now D11 does not
change its charges, while the charges of the quark q22 and dyon D33
′
get a
shift by the ±(charge of the monopole (3.35)). As a result, below the AD
point (3.25) the charges of the massless dyons are
D11 :
(
1
2
, 0;
1
2
,
1
2
;
1
2
√
3
,
√
3
2
)
,
D22 :
(
1
2
, 0; −1
2
,−1
2
;
1
2
√
3
,
√
3
2
)
,
D33 :
(
1
2
, 0; 0, 0; − 1√
3
,−
√
3
)
. (3.36)
The quark masslessness conditions (3.21) at small ∆mPP ′, below two AD
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points, are replaced by dyon masslessness conditions, namely,
1
2
a+
1
2
a3 +
1
2
aD3 +
1
2
√
3
a8 +
√
3
2
aD8 +
m1√
2
= 0 ,
1
2
a− 1
2
a3 − 1
2
aD3 +
1
2
√
3
a8 +
√
3
2
aD8 +
m2√
2
= 0 ,
1
2
a− 1√
3
a8 −
√
3 aD8 +
m3√
2
= 0 . (3.37)
Two remarks are in order here. First and foremost, it is crucially im-
portant to note that the massless dyons D11 and D22 have both electric and
magnetic charges 1/2 with respect to the T 3 generator of the dual U(N˜ = 2)
gauge group. This means that they can fill the fundamental representation
of this group. Moreover, all dyons DlA (l = 1, ..., N˜ = 2) can form color
doublets. This is another confirmation of the conclusion of Sect. 3.1, that
the non-Abelian factor U(N˜ = 2) of the dual gauge group gets restored in
the equal mass limit.
A general reason ensuring that the dyons DlA (l = 1, ..., N˜) fill the fun-
damental representation of U(N˜) group can be expressed as follows: due to
monodromies theDlA dyons pick up magnetic charges of particular monopoles
of SU(N). The magnetic charges of these particular monopoles are rep-
resented by weights rather than roots of the U(N˜) subgroup (±1/2 for
U(N˜ = 2), see (3.23) and (3.35)). This is related to the absence of the
AD points associated with collisions of first N˜ double roots, see (3.7), which,
of course, is a consequence of the dual theory with the non-Abelian gauge fac-
tor U(N˜) being not asymptotically free. Say, in the case of the Abelian dual
gauge group (N˜ = 0) studied in Ref. [1], the massless dyons pick up integer
magnetic charges and, therefore, cannot fill the fundamental representation
of U(2).
The second comment is that the dyon charges with respect to each U(1)
generator are proportional to each other. This guarantees that these dyons
are mutually local. Note also, that both the magnetic and electric charges
of the dyon doublet DlA with respect to the T 8 generator are (−1/2)× the
charges of the D33 dyon. This is in accord with the result of Ref. [19] where
the charges of the N˜ -plet with respect to U(1) gauge factors of (1.3) were
shown to be (−1/N˜)× the singlet charges.
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3.3 Low-energy effective action
In this section we present the low-energy theory in the r = 3 vacuum in the
domain III, i.e. at small ξ and small |∆mPP ′| (below the AD points).
As was shown above, the massless quarks q1A and q2A are transformed
into the massless dyons D1A and D2A; the latter form a fundamental rep-
resentation of the dual gauge group U(N˜ = 2). The D1A and D2A dyons
interact with the U(1) gauge field
Aµ, (3.38)
and non-Abelian SU(N˜ = 2) gauge fields. According to the dyons charges
(3.36), the third component of this SU(2) dual gauge field is the following
linear combination:
B3µ =
1√
2
(A3µ + A
3D
µ ) . (3.39)
If the dual gauge group is restored, the B1,2µ components of the gauge field
become massless at m1 = m2. Let us check this circumstance.
The electric and magnetic charges of the W bosons B1µ ∓ iB2µ coincide
with the charges of the operators D˜A2D
1A and D˜A1D
2A. From (3.36) we
obtain for the W -boson charges
B1µ ∓ iB2µ : (0, 0; ±1,±1; 0, 0) . (3.40)
These charges determine the mass of these states via the Seiberg–Witten
mass formula [23]. We have
√
2|a3 + aD3 | = |∆m12|, (3.41)
where the first two equations in (3.37) are used. We see that this mass tends
to zero at ∆m12 → 0, i.e. m1 = m2, as was expected. Now it is clear that
the gauge fields (3.39) and (3.40) fill the adjoint multiplet Bpµ (p = 1, 2, 3) of
the non-Abelian SU(2) factor of the dual gauge group.
Other light states include the D33 dyon and another photon associated
with the T 8 generator of the underlying U(3) gauge group broken in the dual
theory down to U(2)×U(1), see Eq. (1.3). According to the dyon charges
this photon is presented by the following combination:
B8µ =
1√
10
(A8µ + 3A
8D
µ ) . (3.42)
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In fact, the dyons DlA (l = 1, 2), D33 and the gauge fields Aµ, B
p
µ
(p = 1, 2, 3), and B8µ, together with their superpartners, are the only light
states to be included in the low-energy effective theory in the domain III.
All other states are either heavy (with masses of the order of Λ) or decay on
curves of marginal stability [23, 24, 35, 38, 39, 1]. In the case at hand CMS
are located around the origin in the ∆mPP ′ complex planes and go through
the AD point, cf. [39]. In fact, the W bosons of the underlying non-Abelian
gauge theory, as well as the off-diagonal states of the quark matrix qkA, decay
on CMS. We discuss these decay processes in Sect. 6.
Taking this into account we can write the bosonic part of the effective
low-energy action of the theory in the domain III,
SIII =
∫
d4x
[
1
4g˜22
(
F pµν
)2
+
1
4g21
(Fµν)
2 +
1
4g˜28
(
F 8µν
)2
+
1
g˜22
|∂µbp|2
+
1
g21
|∂µa|2 + 1
g˜28
∣∣∂µb8∣∣2 + ∣∣∇1µDA∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∇1µD˜A∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∇2µD3∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∇2µD˜3∣∣∣2
+ V (D, D˜, bp, b8, a)
]
, (3.43)
where bp and b8 are the scalar N = 2 superpartners of gauge fields Bpµ and
B8µ, while F
p
µν , F
8
µν are their field strengths,
b3 =
1√
2
(a3 + a3D) for p = 3, b
8 =
1√
10
(a8 + 3a8D). (3.44)
Covariant derivatives are defined in accordance with the charges of the Dl
and D3 dyons. Namely,
∇1µ = = ∂µ − i
(
1
2
Aµ +
√
2Bpµ
τ p
2
+
√
10
2
√
3
B8µ
)
,
∇2µ = = ∂µ − i
(
1
2
Aµ −
√
10√
3
B8µ
)
. (3.45)
The coupling constants g1, g˜8 and g˜2 correspond to two U(1) and the SU(2)
gauge groups, respectively. The scalar potential V (D, D˜, bp, b8, a) in the ac-
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tion (3.43) is
V (D, D˜, bp, b8, a) =
g˜22
4
(
D¯Aτ
pDA − D˜Aτ p ¯˜DA
)2
+
10
3
g28
8
(
|DA|2 − |D˜A|2 − 2|D3|2 + 2|D˜3|2
)2
+
g21
8
(
|DA|2 − |D˜A|2 + |D3|2 − |D˜3|2 − 3 ξ
)2
+ g˜22
∣∣∣D˜Aτ pDA∣∣∣2 + g21
2
∣∣∣D˜ADA + D˜3D3∣∣∣2 + 10
3
g˜28
2
∣∣∣D˜ADA − 2D˜3D3∣∣∣2
+
1
2


∣∣∣∣∣a + τ p
√
2 bp +
√
10
3
b8 +
√
2mA
∣∣∣∣∣
2 (
|DA|2 + |D˜A|2
)
+
∣∣∣∣∣ a− 2
√
10
3
b8 +
√
2m3
∣∣∣∣∣
2 (
|D3|2 + |D˜3|2
)
 . (3.46)
Now we are ready move to the desired limit of the equal quark masses,
∆mPP ′ = 0. The vacuum of the theory (3.43) is located at the following
values of the scalars a, bp and b8:
〈a〉 = −
√
2m, 〈bp〉 = 0 , 〈b8〉 = 0 , (3.47)
while the VEVs of dyons are determined by the FI parameter ξ and can be
chosen as
〈DlA〉 =
√
ξ
(
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
)
, 〈 ¯˜DlA〉 = 0,
〈D33〉 =
√
ξ, 〈 ¯˜D33〉 = 0 . (3.48)
In fact, for the particular choice of quark masses (3.1) we deal with in
this section it is impossible to see which particular flavors of dyons develop
VEVs. In the equal mass limit all r = 3 isolated vacua coalesce and become
a root of the Higgs branch. In Sect. 5 we will be able to relax the condition
(3.1) and show that, in fact, the (1, 2, 3) vacuum we started from at large ξ
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transforms into the (4, 5, 3) vacuum of the dual theory at small ξ, as shown
in (3.48).
Let us calculate the dimension of the Higgs branch which emerges in the
equal mass limit. We have
dimH
∣∣∣
ξ≪Λ
= 4N˜Nf + 4(N − N˜)− 2N˜2 − N˜2 − N˜2
−2(N − N˜)− (N − N˜)− (N − N˜) = 4N˜N , (3.49)
where we take into account that we have 4N˜Nf+4(N−N˜) dyon real degrees
of freedom and subtract 2N˜2 + 2(N − N˜) F -term conditions, N˜2 + (N − N˜)
D-term conditions and N˜2+(N − N˜) phases eaten by the Higgs mechanism,
see (3.46).
Now we see that the dimension of the Higgs branch at small ξ coincides
with the dimension of the Higgs branch (2.12) at large ξ. This strongly
supports our arguments [1] that we have a crossover transition between two
domains I and III, rather than a phase transition.
From Eqs. (3.47) and (3.48) we see that both, the gauge U(2) and flavor
SU(5) groups, are broken in the vacuum. However, the color-flavor locked
form of (3.48) guarantees that the diagonal global SU(N˜ = 2)C+F survives.
More exactly, the unbroken global group of the dual theory is
SU(3)F × SU(2)C+F ×U(1) .
For generic N and N˜ the unbroken global group of the dual theory is
SU(N)F × SU(N˜)C+F × U(1) . (3.50)
Here SU(N˜)C+F is a global unbroken color-flavor rotation, which involves
the first N˜ flavors, while SU(N)F factor stands for the flavor rotation of
the remaining N dyons. Thus, a color-flavor locking takes place in the dual
theory too. Much in the same way as in the original microscopic theory, the
presence of the global SU(N˜)C+F group is the reason behind formation of the
non-Abelian strings. For generic quark masses the global symmetry (2.7) is
broken down to U(1)Nf−1. In parallel with the original microscopic theory,
the dimension of the base of the Higgs branch (2NN˜) coincides with the
number of the broken global generators for the symmetry breaking pattern
(3.50), see (2.14).
Please, observe that in the equal mass limit the global unbroken symmetry
(3.50) of the dual theory at small ξ coincides with the global group (2.7)
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present in the r = N vacuum of the original microscopic theory at large
ξ. This is, of course, expected and presents a check of our results. Note
however, that this global symmetry is realized in two distinct ways in two
dual theories. As was already mentioned, the quarks and U(N) gauge bosons
of the original theory at large ξ come in the (1, 1), (N2 − 1, 1), (N¯, N˜), and
(N, ¯˜N) representations of the global group (2.7), while the dyons and U(N˜)
gauge bosons form (1, 1), (1, N˜2 − 1), (N, ¯˜N), and (N¯, N˜) representations
of (3.50). We see that adjoint representations of the (C + F ) subgroup are
different in two theories. A similar phenomenon was detected in [1] for the
Abelian dual theory in the case N˜ = 0.
We traced the evolution of light quarks from the domain I to II and
then back to the equal mass limit along the Coulomb branch at zero ξ. We
demonstrated that quarks transform into dyons along the way, picking up
magnetic charges. For consistency of our analysis it is instructive to consider
another route from the domain I to the domain III, namely the one along
the line ∆mAB = 0. On this line we keep the global group (3.50) unbroken.
Then we obtain a surprising result: the quarks and gauge bosons which form
the adjoint (N2 − 1) representation of SU(N) at large ξ and the dyons and
gauge bosons which form the adjoint (N˜2 − 1) representation of SU(N˜) at
small ξ are, in fact, distinct states. How can this occur?
Since we have a crossover between the domains I and III rather than a
phase transition, this means that in the full microscopic theory the (N2− 1)
adjoints of SU(N) become heavy and decouple as we pass from the domain
I to III along the line ∆mAB = 0. Moreover, some composite (N˜
2 − 1) ad-
joints of SU(N˜), which are heavy and invisible in the low-energy description
in the domain I become light in the domain III and form the DlK dyons
(K = N +1, ..., Nf) and gauge bosons B
p
µ. The phenomenon of level crossing
takes place. Although this crossover is smooth in the full theory, from the
standpoint of the low-energy description the passage from the domain I to
III means a dramatic change: the low-energy theories in these domains are
completely different; in particular, the degrees of freedom in these theories
are different.
This logic leads us to the following conclusion. In addition to light dyons
and gauge bosons included in the low-energy theory (3.43), in the domain III
at small ξ we have heavy fields (with masses of the order of Λ) which form
the adjoint representation (N2 − 1, 1) of the global symmetry (3.50). These
are screened (former) quarks and gauge bosons from the domain I continued
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Figure 5: Evolution of the SU(N) and SU(N˜) W bosons vs. ξ. On both sides of
the level crossing at ξ = Λ2 the global groups are SU(N)×SU(N˜), however, above
Λ2 it is SU(N)C+F×SU(N˜)F while below Λ2 it is SU(N)F×SU(N˜)C+F .
into III. Let us denote them as MP
′
P (P, P
′ = 1, ..., N). In Sect. 6 we will
discuss them in more detail and reveal their physical nature in the domain
III.
By the same token, it is seen that in the domain I, in addition to the
light quarks and gauge bosons, we have heavy fields MK
′
K (K,K
′ = N +
1, ..., Nf), which form the adjoint (N˜
2 − 1) representation of SU(N˜). This is
schematically depicted in Fig. 5.
It is quite plausible to suggest that these fieldsMP
′
P andM
K ′
K are Seiberg’s
mesonic fields [17, 40], which occur in the dual theory upon breaking of
N = 2 supersymmetry by the mass-term superpotential µ[A2 + (Aa)2] for
the adjoint fields when we take the limit µ → ∞. In this limit our theory
becomes N = 1 QCD. In the N = 2 limit the MP ′P and MK ′K fields are heavy,
with masses ∼ Λ, and are absent in the low-energy action (3.43). However,
in the µ→∞ limit it is the N = 1 scale ΛN=1 that is fixed,
Λ2N−N˜N=1 = µ
NΛN−N˜ ,
implying that Λ → 0. The MAB fields might become light in the limit
of N = 1 QCD. Previously, these MAB fields were not identified in the
N = 2 theory.
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4 Confined monopoles
Since the quarks are in the Higgs regime in the original microscopic theory,
the monopoles are confined. It is known [16, 5, 10] that when we introduce
a nonvanishing FI parameter ξ in N = 2 QCD with the gauge group U(N),
we confine the ’t Hooft–Polyakov monopoles of the SU(N) subgroup to the
string. In fact, they become string junctions of two elementary non-Abelian
strings. They are seen as kinks in the world-sheet theory (2.24) at large ξ,
and as kinks in the dual world-sheet theory in the domain III at small ξ
(see Sect. 7). In this domain it is dyons, rather than quarks, that condense.
Therefore, here we deal with oblique confinement [21].
In this section we will determine the elementary string fluxes in the classi-
cal limit in the domain III and show that the elementary monopole fluxes can
be absorbed by two strings. Hence, the monopoles are indeed represented by
junctions of different strings.
As a warm up example, we start from reviewing matching of the monopole
and strings fluxes in the domain I at large ξ. To this end we go to the
quasiclassical limit in the world-sheet theory (2.24), i.e. ∆mPP ′ ≫ Λ, where
the non-Abelian strings become Abelian ZN strings, see Ref. [6] for more
details.
As in Sect. 3.2, we restrict ourselves to the simplest example N = 3,
N˜ = 2. Consider one of three Z3 strings which occur due to winding of the
q11 quark at infinity,
q11(r →∞) ∼
√
ξ eiα, q22(r →∞) ∼ q33(r →∞) ∼
√
ξ, (4.1)
see (2.4). Here r and α are the polar coordinates in the plane i = 1, 2
orthogonal to the string axis. This implies the following behavior of the
gauge potentials at r →∞:
1
2
Ai +
1
2
A3i +
1
2
√
3
A8i ∼ ∂iα ,
1
2
Ai − 1
2
A3i +
1
2
√
3
A8i ∼ 0 ,
1
2
Ai − 1√
3
A8i ∼ 0 , (4.2)
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see the quark charges in (3.22). The solution to these equations is
Ai ∼ 2
3
∂iα ,
A3i ∼ ∂iα ,
A8i ∼
1√
3
∂iα . (4.3)
It determines the string gauge fluxes
∫
dxiAi,
∫
dxiA
3
i and
∫
dxiA
8
i , respec-
tively. The integration above is performed over a large circle in the (1, 2)
plane. Let us call this string S1.
Next, we define the string charges as∫
dxi(Ai, A
D
i ; A
3
i , A
3D
i ; A
8
i , A
8D
i ) = 4π (ne, nm; n
3
e, n
3
m; n
8
e, n
8
m) . (4.4)
This definition ensures that the string has the same charge as a trial monopole
which can be attached to the string endpoint. In other words, the flux of the
given string is the flux of the trial monopole 3 sitting on string’s end, with
the charge defined by (4.4).
In particular, according to this definition, the charge of the string with
the fluxes (4.3) is
~nS1 =
(
0,
1
3
; 0,
1
2
; 0,
1
2
√
3
)
. (4.5)
Since this string is formed through the quark condensation, it is magnetic;
its charges with respect to the Cartan subalgebra of the SU(3) group are
represented by the weight vector, as seen from (4.5).
There are other two elementary strings S2 and S3 in U(3) which arise due
to winding of q22 and q33 quarks, respectively. Repeating the above procedure
for these strings we get their charges,
~nS2 =
(
0,
1
3
; 0, −1
2
; 0,
1
2
√
3
)
, ~nS3 =
(
0,
1
3
; 0, 0; 0, − 1√
3
)
. (4.6)
It is easy to check that each of three elementary SU(3) monopoles is confined
by two elementary strings. Consider, say, the monopole with the charge
3This trial monopole does not necessarily exist in our theory. In fact, in U(N) theories
we deal with here, the strings are stable and there are no monopoles in the theory per
se which could break these strings. The SU(N) monopoles are rather string junctions, so
they are attached to two strings, as we will see below.
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(0, 0; 0, 1; 0, 0). This charge can be written as a difference of the charges of
two elementary strings S1 and S2, namely,
(0, 0; 0, 1; 0, 0) = ~nS1 − ~nS2 . (4.7)
This means that this monopole is a junction of these two strings at large ξ,
with S1 string having the outgoing flux while S2 the incoming flux.
Now we are ready to turn to the monopole confinement in the domain
III, described by the dual theory (3.43). Consider the S˜1 string arising due
to winding of the D14 dyon. At r →∞ we have
D14(r →∞) ∼
√
ξ eiα, D25(r →∞) ∼ D33(r →∞) ∼
√
ξ, (4.8)
see (3.48). Taking into account the dyon charges quoted in Eq. (3.36) (the
D14 and D25 dyons have the same electric and magnetic charges as D11 and
D22, respectively) we derive the behavior of the gauge potentials at infinity,
1
2
Ai +
1
2
A3i +
1
2
A3Di +
1
2
√
3
A8i +
√
3
2
A8Di ∼ ∂iα ,
1
2
Ai − 1
2
A3i −
1
2
A3Di +
1
2
√
3
A8i +
√
3
2
A8Di ∼ 0 ,
1
2
Ai − 1√
3
A8i −
√
3A8Di ∼ 0 , (4.9)
which, in turn, implies
Ai ∼ 2
3
∂iα ,
1
2
A3i +
1
2
A3Di ∼
1
2
∂iα ,
1
2
√
3
A8i +
√
3
2
A8Di ∼
1
6
∂iα . (4.10)
The combinations orthogonal to those which appear in (4.10) are required
to tend to zero at infinity, namely, A3i − A3Di ∼ 0 and A8Di − 3A8i ∼ 0. As a
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result we get
Ai ∼ 2
3
∂iα , A
D
i ∼ 0 ,
A3i ∼
1
2
∂iα , A
3D
i ∼
1
2
∂iα ,
A8i ∼
1
10
√
3
∂iα , A
8D
i ∼
√
3
10
∂iα . (4.11)
These expressions determine the charge of the S˜1 string,
~nS˜1 =
(
0,
1
3
; −1
4
,
1
4
; −
√
3
20
,
1
20
√
3
)
. (4.12)
Paralleling the above analysis we determine the charges of two other Z3
strings which are due to windings of D25 and D33, respectively. We get
~nS˜2 =
(
0,
1
3
;
1
4
, −1
4
; −
√
3
20
,
1
20
√
3
)
, ~nS˜3 =
(
0,
1
3
; 0, 0;
√
3
10
, − 1
10
√
3
)
.
(4.13)
Now we can check that each of three SU(3) monopoles can be confined by
two strings. Say, for the monopole with the charge (0, 0; 0, 1; 0, 0) we have
(0, 0; 0, 1; 0, 0) = (~nS˜1 − ~nS˜2) +
1
2
(~nD14 − ~nD25) , (4.14)
where ~nD14 and ~nD25 are the charges of the D
14 andD25 dyons given in (3.36).
Only a part of the monopole flux is confined to the strings. The remainder of
its flux is screened by the condensate of the D14 and D25 dyons. In a similar
manner we can check confinement of the other two SU(3) monopoles.
We see that although the quark charges change as we pass from the
domain I to III, and they become dyons, this does not happen with the
monopoles. The monopole states do not change their charges. They are con-
fined in both domains I and III, being junctions of two different elementary
strings. In the domain III in the dual theory there is a peculiarity: not all of
the monopole flux is carried by two attached strings; a part of it is screened
by dyon condensate.
Our result provides an explicit counterexample to the commonly accepted
belief that if monopoles are confined in the original theory, then it is quarks
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that are confined in the dual theory. Above we demonstrated that monopoles
rather than quarks are confined in the domain III. The failure of this folklore
belief eliminates a paradox mentioned in [22] where this folklore was tacitly
assumed.
We can check that the dyons whose charges are the sum of the monopole
and W -boson charges are also confined. As an example of such a state it
is worth considering the dyon with the charge (0, 0; 1, 1; 0, 0) in the do-
main II. Below the crossover, in the domain III, its charge is shifted by the
monopole charge due to monodromy. In the domain III this dyon has the
charge (0, 0; 1, 2; 0, 0). Therefore, we have
(0, 0; 1, 2; 0, 0) = (~nS˜1 − ~nS˜2) +
3
2
(~nD14 − ~nD25) , (4.15)
which shows that this dyon is confined by two strings, S˜1 and S˜2, while the
remainder of its flux is screened by condensation of the D14 and D25 dyons.
5 Splitting the quark masses
In this section we relax the condition (3.1) and split the masses of the first
N˜ quarks (out of N quarks which develop VEVs at large ξ) and N˜ extra
quarks. If all masses are generic, the Higgs branch disappears, and we have
CNNf isolated r = N vacua in the original theory (2.1) at large ξ in the domain
I. Again, we consider one of these vacua, namely, the (1, ..., N) vacuum.
We will show that in the domain III at small ξ it converts 4 into the (N +
1, ..., Nf , N˜+1, ..., N) vacuum, as indicated in (3.48) for the case N = 3 and
N˜ = 2.
If the condition (3.1) is fulfilled the dual theory (3.43) is IR rather then
asymptotically free. Once we relax this condition, it becomes asymptotically
free at the scales below ∆mPK (P = 1, ..., N and K = N + 1, ..., Nf). We
assume that all mass differences ∆mPK are of the the same order. In fact,
the theory generates its own low-energy scale
Λ˜N˜le =
∆mNPK
ΛN−N˜
. (5.1)
4Of course, the total number of vacua in the dual theory (CN˜
Nf
with generic masses)
matches the number of vacua in the original theory, CN
Nf
= CN˜
Nf
.
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In order to guarantee the week coupling regime in the dual theory (3.43) we
cannot choose ξ too small in the domain III. We have we assume that
Λ˜le ≪
√
ξ . (5.2)
Since Λ ≫ √ξ in the domain III the above condition requires, in turn, that
the mass splittings ∆mPK not to be too large. We impose the following
constraint:
∆mPK ≪ Λ , P = 1, ..., N , K = N + 1, ..., Nf . (5.3)
In parallel with our discussion in Sect. 3 we pass from the domain I to
II at weak coupling and then to the domain III along the Coulomb branch
(at ξ = 0), using the Seiberg–Witten exact solution of the theory. The role
of the ∆m variable in Fig. 2 is played by the mass differences ∆mPP ′ and
∆mKK ′ which we assume to be of the same order.
5.1 The Seiberg–Witten curve
To make our discussion simpler in this section we again consider the example
of the U(3) gauge theory with Nf = 5. At first, we relax just the first of the
conditions (3.13) and define
∆m14 ≡ m1 −m4 , m14 ≡ 1
2
(m1 +m4) , (5.4)
keeping m5 = m2. Then the Seiberg–Witten curve takes the form
y2 =
(
x+
m˜2√
2
)2 [
(x− φ1)2(x− φ3)2 − 4 Λ√
2
(
x+
m˜14 +∆m14√
2
)
×
(
x+
m˜14 −∆m14√
2
)(
x+
m˜5√
2
)]
, (5.5)
where we substituted the solution (3.16) for φ2. The double root e3 = e4 is
given in the second equation in (3.18). Next we parametrize
φ1 = −m˜14√
2
+ χ , (5.6)
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where χ is small. Also we shift x,
x = −m˜14√
2
+ z , (5.7)
and arrive at
y2 =
(
x+
m˜2√
2
)2 [
z2
(
z +
∆m31√
2
− Λ√
2
)2
+ (−2χz + χ2)
×
(
z +
∆m31√
2
+
Λ√
2
)2
+4
Λ√
2
∆m214
8
(
z +
∆m31√
2
)]
, (5.8)
where ∆m31 = m3 −m14. Here we use (approximately) the solution (3.19)
for φ3 obtained for unsplit masses.
Next, we look for roots of (5.8) located near the unperturbed values of e1
and e2 (see Eq. (3.18)), so that z is close to zero. The curve (5.8) approxi-
mately gives a quadratic equation for these roots,
z2 − (2χ z − δ2)
(
∆m31 + Λ
∆m31 − Λ
)2
+ 4Λ
∆m214
8
∆m31
(∆m31 − Λ)2
= 0 . (5.9)
We need to find such χ that ensures that the two roots of this equation
coincide. This is an easy exercise leading to
χ = ±∆m14
2
√
2
(
∆m31 − Λ
∆m31 + Λ
)
, (5.10)
which gives, in turn,
φ1 = −m˜14√
2
− ∆m14
2
√
2
(
∆m31 − Λ
∆m31 + Λ
)
. (5.11)
The corrected roots e1 and e2 are
e1 = e2 = −m˜14√
2
− ∆m14
2
√
2
(
∆m31 + Λ
∆m31 − Λ
)
. (5.12)
Here we pick up only the solution with the minus sign for χ in (5.10). The
reason is that in the quasiclassical regime of large ∆m31 (∆m31 ≫ Λ) the
solution (5.11) is determined by m1, see Eq. (3.4). This corresponds to the
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(1, 2, 3) vacuum we started from in the domain I and II. The opposite sign
would correspond to the (4, 2, 3) vacuum.
Please, observe that
φ1 =


− m˜1√
2
, |m31| ≫ Λ ,
− m˜4√
2
, |m31| ≪ Λ .
(5.13)
We see that φ1 evolves from m1 to m4 as we reduce ∆m31 moving from the
domain II towards III and then inside III. By the same token, we can split
the m2 and m5 masses and study the behavior of φ2. In this way we get
φ2 =


− m˜2√
2
, |m32| ≫ Λ ,
− m˜5√
2
, |m32| ≪ Λ .
(5.14)
These results demonstrate that the (1, 2, 3) vacuum of the original theory
(2.1) in the domains I and II converts into the (4, 5, 3) vacuum of the dual
theory (3.43) as we go deep into the domain III,
(1, 2, 3)
∣∣∣
I,II
→ (4, 5, 3)
∣∣∣
III
, (5.15)
or, in the case of generic N and N˜ ,
(1, ..., N)
∣∣∣
I,II
→ (N + 1, ..., Nf , N˜ + 1, ..., N)
∣∣∣
III
. (5.16)
In other words, if we pick up the vacuum (2.5), (2.4) in our theory (2.1) at
large ξ in the domain I and reduce ξ passing to the domain III, the system
goes through a crossover transition and ends up in the vacuum of the dual
theory (3.43) with the following VEVs of the adjoint scalars:〈
1
2
a+
τ p
2
√
2 ba +
1
2
√
10
3
b8
〉
= − 1√
2
(
m4 0
0 m5
)
,
〈
1
2
a−
√
10
3
b8
〉
= − 1√
2
m3, (5.17)
while the VEVs of dyons are given in Eq. (3.48), where Eqs. (5.17) and (3.48)
are specified for N = 3, N˜ = 2.
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Equation (5.17) ensures that the conditions for the massless dyons (3.37)
are modified when m1 6= m4 and m2 6= m5 as follows:
1
2
a+
1
2
a3 +
1
2
aD3 +
1
2
√
3
a8 +
√
3
2
aD8 +
m4√
2
= 0 ,
1
2
a− 1
2
a3 − 1
2
aD3 +
1
2
√
3
a8 +
√
3
2
aD8 +
m5√
2
= 0 ,
1
2
a− 1√
3
a8 −
√
3 aD8 +
m3√
2
= 0 . (5.18)
We pause here to make one last comment. The pole present in (5.11)
at ∆m31 +
√
2Λ = 0 has no physical meaning. It is canceled out in the
expressions for the standard coordinates on the Coulomb branch
uk = φ
k
1 + φ
k
2 + φ
k
3 .
To see that this is indeed the case one has to consider small deviations of φ3
from its approximate solution (3.19).
5.2 The W -boson mass
In this section we will present another argument supporting our claim that
as one passes through the crossover, the vacuum we had in the domain III
turns into a distinct r = N vacuum, as shown in Eq. (5.16).
Consider again the already familiar example with N = 3 and N˜ = 2. On
the Coulomb branch in the (1, 2, 3) vacuum at weak coupling (in the domain
II at ξ = 0) the mass of the A1,2µ gauge fields is
mW
∣∣∣
II
=
√
2|a3| = |∆m12| . (5.19)
Below the crossover, in the domain III, the charged components of the dual
SU(2) gauge multiplet are the B1,2µ fields defined in (3.40). In Sect. 3.3
we calculated the mass of these fields (the W -boson mass) in the limit of
unsplit quark masses (3.13), see (3.41). In the limit (3.13) the W -boson
mass coincides with the value (5.19). Now we will split quark masses and
show that theW -boson mass experiences a jump as we pass from the domain
II to III.
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Taking into account the charges of the B1,2µ fields — these fields will be
referred to as theW ∗ bosons — quoted in Eq. (3.40) we arrive at the following
expression for the W ∗-boson masses in the domain III at ξ = 0:
mW ∗
∣∣∣
III
=
√
2
∣∣a3 + aD3 ∣∣ = |∆m45| . (5.20)
To derive (5.20) we take the difference of two first equations in (5.18). Note
that both Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) are exact. We see that, according to (5.16),
the W -boson mass experiences a jump.
It is instructive to check this result by explicit calculation via the Seiberg–
Witten curve. The mass of the SU(2) W boson coincides with the disconti-
nuity of the following period integral:
mW =
√
2
2π
∣∣∣∣∣∣∆

 N∑
P=1
∫ e1=e2
e3=e4
xdx
x+ mP√
2
−
Nf∑
K=N˜+1
∫ e1=e2
e3=e4
xdx
x+ mK√
2


∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (5.21)
where ∆ means taking the discontinuity of the logarithmic function. Substi-
tuting here the expressions (5.12) for the e1 = e2 roots and similar expression
for the e3 = e4 roots
e3 = e4 = −m˜25√
2
− ∆m25
2
√
2
(
∆m32 + Λ
∆m32 − Λ
)
(5.22)
we obtain, with logarithmic accuracy,
mW
∣∣∣
II
=
1
2π
∣∣∣∣∆
{
∆m12 ln
∆m
Λ
}∣∣∣∣ (5.23)
at large ∆m (∆m≫ Λ where ∆m ≡ ∆m31 ∼ ∆m32). On the other hand, at
small ∆m (∆m≪ Λ)
mW ∗
∣∣∣
III
=
1
2π
∣∣∣∣∆
{
∆m45 ln
Λ
∆m
}∣∣∣∣ . (5.24)
Taking the discontinuity of logarithms we fully confirm the results presented
in (5.19) and (5.20).
The key point of this calculation is Eq. (5.12) for the e1 = e2 roots and
the companion expression (5.22) for the e3 = e4 roots. Say, the double root
e1 = e2 tends to m˜1 at ∆m ≫ Λ and to m˜4 at ∆m ≪ Λ. A more careful
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study of the integral in (5.21) shows that the two jumps occur precisely at
two AD points (3.24) and (3.25).
Does the jump of the W -boson masses means that the physical spectrum
has a genuine discontinuity at the AD points? Of course, not.
No real physical phase transitions are implied at these points. The physi-
cal spectrum is continuous. The apparent jump of the W -boson mass means
that, in actuality, we have two W -boson-like states. Let us denote them
as W and W ∗, respectively. They have the same electric and magnetic
charges ( (0, 0;±1, 0; 0, 0) above the crossover, and (0, 0;±1,±1; 0, 0) below
the crossover, see (3.40)), but distinct global flavor U(1) charges. Note, that
the global group (2.7) (or the dual global group (3.50)) is broken by mass
differences down to
U(1)Nf−1 . (5.25)
All massive BPS states have nonvanishing charges with respect to this group.
The W bosons acquire nonvanishing global charges due to the color-flavor
locking.
Above the crossover (i.e. at large |∆m|) the W boson has mass (5.19)
while that of W ∗ is
m∗W
∣∣∣
II
=
√
2
∣∣∣∣a3 + ∆m14√2 − ∆m25√2
∣∣∣∣ = |∆m45| . (5.26)
Below the crossover (i.e. at small |∆m|) the mass of the W ∗ boson is given
by (5.20) while that of W is
mW
∣∣∣
III
=
√
2
∣∣∣∣a3 + aD3 − ∆m14√2 + ∆m25√2
∣∣∣∣ = |∆m12| . (5.27)
We see that given two states,W andW ∗, the physical spectrum is continuous,
indeed.
6 More on particles in the adjoint represen-
tations of SU(N) and SU(N˜): crossing the
boundaries
The problem of stability of massive BPS states on the Coulomb branch of
our theory (i.e. at ξ = 0) needs additional studies. This is left for future
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work. Here we will make a few general comments following from consistency
of our picture.
It is well known that theW bosons usually do not exist as localized states
in the strong coupling regime on the Coulomb branch (speaking in jargon,
they “decay”). They split into antimonopoles and dyons on CMS on which
the AD points lie [23, 35].
In our theory this “decay” involves two steps. Consider the W -boson
associated with the T 3 generator (T 3 W boson for short) with the charge
(0, 0; 1, 0; 0, 0) in the domain II. As we approach the first AD point (3.24)
from the domain II, the T 3 W boson “emits” massless antimonopole with
the charge opposite to the one in Eq. (3.23). After we pass by the second
AD point (3.25) it “emits” massless monopole with the charge (3.35). The
net effect is the “decay” of the W boson into the T 3 antimonopole and dyon
with the charges (0, 0; 0,−1; 0, 0) and (0, 0; 1, 1; 0, 0), respectively. It means
that theW boson is absent in the domain III, in full accord with the analysis
of the SU(2) theory in [35].
In our theory we have another T 3 W -boson-like state, namely,W ∗. Clearly
this state also can “decay” in the same T 3 antimonopole and a different dyon 5
as we pass through the crossover. In the domain III the W ∗ state plays the
role of the gauge field of the dual theory. Therefore, we expect that it is
stable in the domain III and “decays” in the domain II.
This picture is valid on the Coulomb branch at ξ = 0. As we switch on
small ξ 6= 0 the monopoles and dyons become confined by strings. In fact,
the elementary monopoles/dyons are represented by junctions of two different
elementary non-Abelian strings [16, 5, 10], see also a detailed discussion of
the monopole/dyon confinement in Sect. 4. This means that, as we move
from the domain II into III at small nonvanishing ξ the W boson “decays”
into an antimonopole and dyon; however, these states cannot abandon each
other and move far apart because they are confined. Therefore, the W boson
evolves into a stringy meson formed by an antimonopole and dyon connected
by two strings, as shown in Fig. 6, see [6] for a discussion of these stringy
mesons.
These stringy mesons have nonvanishing U(1) global charges with re-
spect to the Cartan generators of the SU(3) subgroup of the global group
5This dyon has the same electric and magnetic charges ((0, 0; 1, 1; 0, 0) in the domain
II and the charge (0, 0; 1, 2; 0, 0) in the domain III) as the dyon associated with the W
state, but different global U(1) charges with respect to (5.25).
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Figure 6: Meson formed by antimonopole and dyon connected by two strings.
Open and closed circles denote dyon and antimonopole respectively.
(2.7) (above we discussed only one W boson of this type, related to the T 3
generator, however, in fact, we have six different charged gauge boson/quark
states of this type). In the equal mass limit these globally charged stringy
mesons combine with neutral (with respect to the group (5.25)) stringy
mesons formed by pairs of monopoles and antimonopoles (or dyons and an-
tidyons) connected by two strings, to form the octet representation of the
SU(3) subgroup of the global group (2.7) (in general, the adjoint representa-
tion of SU(N)). They are heavy in the domain III, with mass of the order of
Λ.
We propose to identify these stringy mesons with (N2 − 1) adjoints MP ′P
(P, P ′ = 1, ..., N) of the SU(N) subgroup with which we have already had an
encounter en route from the domain I to III along the line ∆mAB = 0, see
Sect. 3.3.
The same applies to the qkK quarks (K = N + 1, ..., Nf) of the domains
I and II. As we go through the crossover into the domain III at small ξ
qkK quarks evolve into stringy mesons formed by pairs of antimonopoles
and dyons connected by two strings, see Fig. 6. However, these states are
unstable. To see that this is indeed the case, please, observe that in the
equal mass limit these stringy mesons fill the bifundamental representations
(N, ¯˜N) and (N¯, N˜) of the global group (3.50); hence, can decay into light
dyons/dual gauge bosons with the same quantum numbers.
To summarize, in the domain III we have the dyons and dual gauge
fields in the (1, 1), (1, N˜2 − 1), (N, ¯˜N) and (N¯ , N˜) representations of the
global group (3.50). They are light (with masses ∼ g˜√ξ) and enter the
low-energy effective action (3.43). In addition to these, we have stable neu-
tral heavy (with masses ∼ Λ) stringy mesonic M fields formed by pairs of
(anti)monopoles and dyons connected by two strings, see Fig. 6. The set of
stable states of this type forms the (N2 − 1, 1) representation of (3.50).
In the domain I a reversed situation takes place: we have the quarks and
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gauge bosons in the (1, 1), (N2− 1, 1), (N¯, N˜) and (N, ¯˜N) representations of
the global group (2.7). They have masses of the order of g
√
ξ. In addition
to these “elementary” states, we also have stable neutral stringy mesonic
M fields in the (1, N˜2 − 1) representation of (2.7). The latter mesons are
heavier, they have masses of the order of
√
ξ, due to the presence of strings
connecting the monopoles/dyons.
All other stringy mesons of the matrixMBA are metastable and decay into
elementary excitations with the same global quantum numbers.
It is seen that non-Abelian confinement works in our theory as follows.
It is a combined effect of the Higgs screening, “decay” process on CMS and
confining strings formation. Strings always confine monopoles or dyons in
both original and dual theories. These confined dyons have charges whose
difference from the monopole charge can be screened in the given regime, for
example, in the theory with N = 3, N˜ = 2 the dyon charge (0, 0; 1, 1; 0, 0)
in the domain II and (0, 0; 1, 2; 0, 0) in the domain III for the T 3 monopole
(0, 0; 0, 1; 0, 0). As we pass from the domain I to III, the screened quarks and
gauge bosons “decay” into (anti)monopoles and dyons which are still bound
together in pairs by strings and form mesons. And vice versa, when we go
from the domain III to I, the screened dyons and dual gauge fields of the
dual theory (3.43) “decay” into pairs of confined (anti)monopoles and dyons
and form the corresponding stringy mesons. In other words, in both domains
related by duality, I and III, the elementary excitations in the given region
evolve into stringy composite mesons in the dual region and vice versa.
It is worth mentioning the Nf = N theory studied in [1] as an important
particular application of this picture. In this case the dual theory in the
domain III is the Abelian U(1)N gauge theory. It has N light Abelian dyons
and photons. In addition to these states, it has (N2 − 1) heavy neutral
mesonic MP
′
P fields which form the adjoint multiplet of the global SU(N)C+F
group. These states were identified in [1]. Here we reveal their physical
nature. They are mesonic states formed by monopole/dyon pairs connected
by two strings as shown in Fig. 6.
7 World-sheet duality
In the previous sections we demonstrated that, as we reduce ξ below Λ2
and enter the domain III in Fig. 2, our original microscopic U(N) gauge
theory with Nf flavors undergoes the crossover transition to the U(N˜) ×
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U(1)N−N˜ gauge theory with Nf flavors. Now we show how this bulk duality
is translated in the language of the world-sheet duality on the non-Abelian
string.
7.1 Dual world-sheet theory
As was discussed in Sect. 2.2, if the quark mass differences are small, the
(1, ..., N) vacuum of the original microscopic U(N) gauge theory supports
non-Abelian semilocal strings. Their internal dynamics is described by the
effective two-dimensional low-energy N = (2, 2) sigma model (2.24). The
model has N orientational moduli nP with the U(1) charge +1 and masses
mP = {m1, ..., mN}, plus N˜ size moduli ρK , with the U(1) charge −1 and
masses (−mK) = −{mN+1, ..., mNf}.
Clearly, the dual bulk U(N˜) theory (3.43) in the domain III also supports
non-Abelian semilocal strings. We found that the (1, ..., N) vacuum of the
original theory transforms into the the (N+1, ..., Nf , N˜+1, ..., N) vacuum of
the dual theory. Therefore, the internal string dynamics on the string world
sheet is described by a similar N = (2, 2) sigma model. Now it has N˜ orien-
tational moduli with the U(1) charge +1 and masses mK = {mN+1, ..., mNf}.
To make contact with (2.24) let us call them ρ˜K . In addition, it has N size
moduli with the U(1) charge −1 and masses (−mP ) = −{m1, ..., mN}. We
refer to these size moduli as n˜P .
The bosonic part of the action of the world-sheet model in the gauge
formulation (which assumes taking the limit e˜2 →∞) has the form
Sdual =
∫
d2x
{
|∇αρ˜K |2 + |∇˜αn˜P |2 + 1
4e2
F 2αβ +
1
e2
|∂ασ|2
+ 2
∣∣∣∣σ + mP√2
∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣n˜P ∣∣2 + 2 ∣∣∣∣σ + mK√2
∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣ρ˜K∣∣2 + e2
2
(
|ρ˜K |2 − |n˜P |2 − 2β˜
)2}
,
P = 1, ..., N , K = N + 1, ..., Nf , (7.1)
where
∇α = ∂α − iAα, ∇˜α = ∂α + iAα. (7.2)
We see that the roles of orientational and size moduli are interchanged in
Eq. (7.1) compared with (2.24). As in the model (2.24), small mass differ-
ences (mA − mB) lift orientational and size zero modes of the non-Abelian
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semilocal string generating a shallow potential on the moduli space. Much
in the same way as in the model (2.24), the dual coupling constant β˜ is
determined by the bulk dual coupling g˜22,
4πβ˜(ξ) =
8π2
g˜22
(ξ) = (N − N˜) ln Λ
g˜
√
ξ
≫ 1 , (7.3)
see Eqs. (2.21) and (2.25). Here we take into account the fact that both
the bulk and world-sheet dual theories have identical β functions, with the
first coefficient (N˜ −N) < 0. They are both IR free; therefore, the coupling
constant β˜ is positive at Λ ≫ √ξ. As in the model (2.24), the coincidence
of β functions of the bulk and world-sheet theories implies that the scale of
the dual model (7.1) is equal to that of the bulk theory,
Λ˜σ = Λ ,
cf. (2.26). Comparing (7.3) with (2.25) we see that
β˜ = −β. (7.4)
Thus, the dual theory (7.1) can be interpreted as a continuation of the sigma
model (2.24) to negative values of the coupling constant β.
Note also, that both dual world-sheet theories (2.24) and (7.1) give ef-
fective low-energy descriptions of string dynamics and are applicable only at
scales well below g
√
ξ.
Concluding this section a comment is in order regarding the world-sheet
duality between two-dimensional sigma models (2.24) and (7.1). It was pre-
viously noted in Ref. [14]. In this paper two bulk theories, with the U(N)
and U(N˜) gauge groups, were considered (these theories were referred to as
a dual pair in [14]). Two-dimensional sigma models (2.24) and (7.1) were
presented as effective low-energy descriptions of the non-Abelian strings for
these two bulk theories.
7.2 The BPS spectrum
Dorey noted [38] that the exact BPS spectrum of two-dimensional N =
(2, 2) CP (N − 1) model (2.18) coincides with the BPS spectrum of massive
states in four-dimensional N = 2 QCD (2.1) with the U(N) gauge group and
Nf = N flavors in the r = N vacuum on the Coulomb branch (i.e. at ξ = 0).
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Later, this correspondence of the BPS spectra was generalized to cover the
Nf > N case [41]. Namely, it was shown that the BPS spectrum of kinks
in the two-dimensional model (2.24) coincides with the BPS spectrum of
massive monopoles and dyons in the r = N vacuum on the Coulomb branch
of the four-dimensional theory (2.1).
The reason for this amazing coincidence was understood and explained
later in Ref. [5, 10], for a review see [6]. Consider the bulk theory (2.1) at large
ξ. As was discussed above, it is the monopoles that are confined by strings.
Elementary monopoles are represented by string junctions of two different
elementary non-Abelian strings [16, 5, 10]. Each string of the bulk theory
corresponds to a particular vacuum of the world-sheet theory. In particular,
the N = (2, 2) supersymmetric sigma model (2.24) on the string has N
degenerate vacua and kinks interpolating between distinct vacua. These
kinks are interpreted as confined monopoles of the bulk theory [16, 5, 10].
Please observe that the mass of the confined BPS monopole (a.k.a sigma-
model kink) is a holomorphic function on the parameter space and, therefore,
cannot depend [5, 10] on the nonholomorphic parameter ξ. Thus we can re-
duce ξ all the way to ξ = 0 and the mass of the confined monopole stays
intact. At ξ = 0, on the Coulomb branch, the monopoles are no longer
confined and their masses are given by the exact Seiberg–Witten solution
of the bulk theory. This leads us to the conclusion that the kink masses
in the two-dimensional sigma model (2.24) should coincide with those of
monopoles/dyons in the four-dimensional bulk theory on the Coulomb branch
in the r = N vacuum. As was mentioned above, this fact was earlier ob-
served“experimentally” in [38, 41].
Now the same logic leads us to one another conclusion. Since the confined
monopole masses in the bulk theory do not depend on ξ, we can reduce ξ and
safely pass from the domain I to III, keeping the BPS spectrum unchanged. In
the domain I the spectrum of confined monopoles is determined by the BPS
spectrum of the sigma model (2.24), while in the domain III it is determined
by the BPS spectrum of the dual sigma model (7.1). Thus, we arrive at the
conclusion, that BPS spectra of two dual world-sheet models (2.24) and (7.1)
should coincide.
It is instructive to explicitly check this assertion. Let us start from (2.24)
at positive β and use the description of the supersymmetric model (2.24) in
terms of exact superpotentials [42, 41]. Following [29] and integrating out
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fields nP and ρK we can describe the model by an exact twisted superpotential
Weff = 1
4π
N∑
P=1
(√
2Σ +mP
)
ln
√
2Σ +mP
Λ
− 1
4π
NF∑
K=N+1
(√
2Σ +mK
)
ln
√
2Σ +mK
Λ
− N − N˜
4π
√
2Σ , (7.5)
where Σ is a twisted superfield [29] (with σ being its lowest scalar compo-
nent). Minimizing this superpotential with respect to σ we find
N∏
P=1
(
√
2σ +mP ) = Λ
(N−N˜)
σ
Nf∏
K=N+1
(
√
2σ +mK) . (7.6)
Note that the roots of this equation coincide with the double roots of the
Seiberg–Witten curve (3.2) of the bulk theory [38, 41].
The BPS kink masses are given by differences of the superpotential (7.5)
calculated at distinct roots,
mBPSij = 2 |Weff(σi)−Weff(σj)| . (7.7)
It is easy to show that above masses coincide with those of monopoles and
dyons in the bulk theory given by the period integrals of the Seiberg–Witten
curve presented in (5.21) (this equation is written down for certain particular
roots). As was mentioned above, this coincidence of the BPS spectra of the
world-sheet and bulk theories was expected.
Now let us consider the effective superpotential of the dual world-sheet
theory (7.1). It has the form
Wdualeff =
1
4π
Nf∑
K=N+1
(√
2Σ +mK
)
ln
√
2Σ +mK
Λ
− 1
4π
N∑
P=1
(√
2Σ +mP
)
ln
√
2Σ +mK
Λ
− N˜ −N
4π
√
2Σ . (7.8)
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We see that it coincides with the superpotential (7.5) up to the sign. Clearly,
both the root equations and the BPS spectra are the same for both dual sigma
models, as expected. They are given by Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7), respectively.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we continued our explorations of the transition from weak to
strong coupling in N = 2 supersymmetric QCD in the course of variation
of the parameter ξ. These explorations began in [1] where we analyzed the
case Nf = N and discovered a crossover transition from the original weakly
coupled (at large ξ) non-Abelian theory to a strong coupling regime (at small
ξ) described by a dual weakly coupled Abelian theory. Now we expanded this
study to cover the Nf > N case.
We found that at strong coupling (i.e. small ξ) a dual weakly coupled
N = 2 theory exists but it is non-Abelian, based on the gauge group U(N˜).
This non-Abelian dual describes low-energy physics at small ξ. The dual
theory has Nf flavors of light dyons, to be compared with Nf quarks in the
original U(N) theory. Both, the original and dual theories are Higgsed and
share the same global symmetry SU(N)× SU(N˜)×U(1), albeit the physical
meaning of the SU(N) and SU(N˜) factors is different in the large- and small-ξ
regimes. Both regimes support non-Abelian semilocal strings.
In each of these two regimes particles that are in the adjoint representa-
tions with respect to one of the factor groups exist in two varieties: elemen-
tary fields and composite states bound by strings. These varieties interchange
upon transition from one regime to the other. We conjecture that the com-
posite stringy states can be related to Seiberg’s M fields.
We demonstrated that non-Abelian confinement in our theory is a com-
bined effect of the Higgs screening, “decay” processes on CMS and confining
string formation. Strings always confine monopoles or dyons (whose charges
can be represented as a sum of a monopole and W -boson charges) in both
original and dual theories. As we pass from the domain I to III, the screened
quarks and gauge bosons “decay” into (anti)monopoles and dyons which are
still bound together in pairs by strings and form mesons. These mesons form
the adjoint representation of the SU(N) factor of the global group. And
vice versa, when we go from the domain III to I, the screened dyons and dual
gauge fields of the dual theory “decay” into pairs of confined (anti)monopoles
and dyons and form the corresponding stringy mesons which fall into the ad-
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joint representation of the SU(N˜) factor of the global group. A level crossing
takes place on the way.
The bulk duality that we observed translates into a two-dimensional du-
ality on the world sheet of the non-Abelian strings. At large ξ the internal
dynamics of the semilocal non-Abelian strings is described by the sigma
model of N orientational and (Nf − N) size moduli, while at small ξ the
roles of orientational and size moduli interchange. The BPS spectra of two
dual sigma models (describing confined monopoles/dyons of the bulk theory)
coincide.
It would be extremely interesting to trace parallels between the non-
Abelian duality we detected and string theory constructions. We conjecture
that such parallels must exist.
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